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FREE FRENCH FORCES PUSH THROUGH CENTRAL LIBIA

Continuing their push through Central Libya, Free French Forces under

General Leclerc (now operating at 1,500 miles from their original base

in North Chad) have surprised end captured the Axis outpost of Temessa,

200 riles north-east of Murzuck.

Enemy documents were seized and prisoners taken after violent

fighting, cables the Free French War Correspondent with General Leclerc's

columns.

He writes in the first eye-witness account received direct from

Sahara:-

"It is difficult for these who are not on the spot to realise

the tremendous obstacles to be overcome before such an operation can be

launched in a desert country hundreds of miles from supply bases. Starting

from Fort-Lamy, the Chad key-print, I reached the last French outpost

on the Libyan border, where the columns and planes of the Bretagne Squadron

had gathered, having covered 1,000 miles in a lorry convoy in 10 days over

track used for the first time.

"We passed over sand dunes and stretches of rock. On some sections

of the road our truck stopped in the sand, once as many as 20 times over

100 yards.

"Nevertheless we met only five trucks, which had broken down, in

each case due to a broken back-axle. But, if you run in a sandstorm

which may last for six days, all traffic is virtually stopped and airplanes
are grounded.

"Supply dumps had to be organised months before, since the nearest

port or centre is thousands of miles away. Wateris available only at

a few points over groat distances.

"However, despite all these difficulties, operations Lad been planned

and carried out. It has to be seen to be believed. Yet, it has been

done over tracks which Frenchmen had already trod last year. But, this

time, the hardened troops who were at Murzuck and Kufra say that they

are going further.

"Here and there, I saw a wooden cross testifying to the sacrifice of

some Free Frenchmen - Captain A.
,

Lieutenant S., killed in action a few

weeks ago. Near their grave three tirailleurs are buried.

"Operations about which full details cannot yet be given have been

carried out with daring and success. A motorised column first captured

the post of Tejerri after violent fighting despite dive-bombing attacks

by German and Italian planes. Afterwards, the posts of El Uigh, El

Ghebir, El Gatroun and Temessa were successively captured.

"One of our detachments has just made a daring swoop in the El Hofra

district in an attempt to cut Italian communications between Murzuck

and the coast.

"I have spoken to an Italian captain who commanded a Camel Corps

company. He said; 'I was taken prisoner at Tejerri and I had my arm

amputated by a Free French surgeon. Your people treated me very well and

sent me with several Italian soldiers, also wounded, on board a hospital

plane to French territory. '"
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